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Carnpus Briefs
Research Grant

Ulrich Hollstein, associate
professor of chemistry at,. UNM,
has been awarded a $13,339
research grant from the National
Institute of Allergies and
Infectious Diseases for study of a
now toxic antibiotic.
The grant covers the first year
of Hollstein's projected three-year
study. Funding for the three years
totals $36,57 4.
During his study, Hollstein
hopes to uncover the mechanism
by which chemical compounds
called phenazines are produced by
micro-organisms. Phenazines are
deadly to a broad range of
organisms, including many which
cause diseases in humans.
However, phenazines are also
poisonous.
"Certain bacteria produce
phenazines naturally by some
mechanism we haven't discovered
yet,'' Hollstein explained.
"Apparently they produce the
substance up to the toxic level,
but now above.
"Perhaps this is a physical
defense mechanism. The amount
of phenazine in the host may not
kill the host, but might kill an
attacker. Right now we aren't sure
why the phenazine is formed or
how.''
The biosynthesis property of
phenazine and its antibiotic
ability were discovered in the
early 1960's, Hollstein explained,

to its teaching staff.
Nan C. Bronfren has joined the
department as a part-time
instructor in German,
George Frederick Peters, a
former Stanford University
teaching assistant, will join the
language faculty in the fall of
1970 as an assistant professor in
German.

Nutrition Council
The New Mexico Council on
Food, Nutrition, and Health will
meet Saturday, April 4, from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Albuquerque
YWCA.
The council, an outgrowth of
last December's White House
Conference on Food, Nutrition
and Health, is being formed to
investigate conditions and develop
programs in nutrition, housing,
health care, and other related
areas in New Mexico.
Those attending the April 4
meeting, which is open to all
interested persons, will act on
proposals to approve a
constitution and take initial steps
toward action programs.

Film Book

Donald J. Mcintosh, chairman
of the UNM department of art
education, is co-author of a book,
"Children as Film Makers,"
published recently by Van
Nostrand Rinehold.
The book tells art teachers how
Graduate Funding
to use film making as an art form
The National Science for children.
Foundation (NSF) has granted
Mcintosh, who wrote the book
with John Tidstone, has
$105,145 to UNM under the 1970 incorporated film making into art
NSF Graduate Traineeship education programs in
Program.
The money will support . 19 Albuquerque for children in
graduate trainees for either nine public schools.
or 12 months, beginning in the
New President
fall of 1970, and for five summer
George T. Prigmore of UNM
traineeships for graduate teaching has been elected Western region
assistants during the summer of president of the National
1970,
Association for Humanities
Director of the program is Education.
Harold Walker, director of
Prigmore, assistant to the dean
research and fellowship services at of the UNM College of Education
UNM. The grant will finance and an assistant professor of
fellowships through September, seconbdary feduthcation, i~ ta' chartedr
1971.
mem er o
e assocut Jon an
The new funding continues~ one ~f 10 members of the
support for 12 traineeships fo~ndmg national board of
. accrued by the University over the adVIsors.
. .
.
past four years, and gives money
T.h e assoCiatiOn pr?VJ~es
to seven new fellows.
serVJces to scho.ol and umvers1_ty
There is a possibility of ~ e a: c ~ e. r s. 1 n v o I v e d. ~ n
supplementation of the grant after mte~dJSClphnary humamhes
1971
curncula. Among these are
•
regional and national conferences,
New Faculty
a series of research publications, a
The department of modern and "Humanities Journal," and
classical languages at UNM has consultant assistance to schools
added two new faculty members requesting it.
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High-school students in the
Albuquerque area who are
inte~ested in some type of career
in the health field are invited to
an all·day open house Saturday,
March 21, at the School of
Medicine, 915 Stanford NE.
The building will be open from
9:30a.m. until 4 p.m., with tours
of the building beginning every
hour.
Health professions represented
will include, medicine, nursing,
pharmacy, laboratory technology,
X-ray technology, inhalation
therapy, physical therapy,
recreational therapy, dental
hygiene, and dental assistants.
Each profession will have a
representative in counseling room
to discuss the career possibilities
with the high school students.
There also will be booths, movies,
brochures, and demonstrations in
the various fields.
The open house is being
sponsored by the Student
American Medical Association
chapter of the school, with Stan
Pad ilia, a second-year medical
student, as chairman,
Interested high school students
can obtain additional information
from their counselors at all
Albuquerque high schools, or at
the medical school anytime during
the open house.

NEW YORK-(CPS)-A single
showing in 300 cities of a new
film on Martin Luther King Jr, is
expected to raise $5,000,000 for
charity March 24. One million
persons are expected to see the
film which documents the civil
rights movement in the U.S.
dudng the King years from
1955·1968.
Entitled "King: A Filmed
Record . . . Montgomery to
Memphis," the two and one-half
hour movie includes special
performances by such stars as

Harry Belafonte, Paul Newman,
Charlton Heston ' Sidney
Poitier,.
.
Sammy Davis Jr., Walter Matthau,
Le&lie Uggams and Diahann
Carroll,
· 100 percent of the proceeds
(with no deductions whatsoever,
organizers say), will go into the
Martin Luther King Jr. Special
Fund which will make grants to
the Martin Luther King
Foundation, the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference
and to other anti-poverty and
non-violent anti-social injustice
organizations.
-

kapy karner
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La Plante Gallery
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Statement to DA condemns recent arrests

BSU confrontation fails

UNM student Barbara Brown
and about 20 concerned black
students yesterday afternoon
attempted to read a statement
to Bernalillo . District Attorney
Alexander Sceresse concerning
the arrest of Miss Brown and
two other students for
disruption of the UNM·BYU
basketball game.
Sceresse, however, was not in
his office at the time the black
students said they had arranged
with his secretary, nor did he
show up in the following hour
and 10 minutes that they
waited for him. When reached
by phone later, he said of the
students' claim that they had a
1 : 3 0 p.m. appointment: "If
they represent that, it's a lie."
S ceresse denied talking to
anyone about the matter and
said all phone messages 'taken
in his absence are recorded on
a log, The log also showed no
appointment, he said, and
added, "My secretary has never
missed informing me of an
appointment."
A copy of the statement was
left for Sceresse by the
students. It is as follows: "We,
the black students of UNM feel
that District Attorney Sceresse
is showing covert prejudice
against all radical movements
on the UNM campus. This
prejudice is all the more
detestable because it is done in
an effort ~ get support from

Noon til Midnite
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Welcome Lobos
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Lobo photo by Lin Morgan
About 20 black students yesterday attempted to read a
statement to District Attorney Alexander Sceresse concerning the
arrest of three students for disruption of the UNM-BYU
basketball game.

Black statement

speech,' are the same people
who denied Stokely Carmichael
the right to even be allowed to
come to the state-let alone be
invited to speak by the
Speaker's Committee.
For the above reasons we
feel that the charges against
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the selected people should be
dismissed immediately!"
(Editor's note: Carmichael
was not prevented from coming
to New Mexico and speaking
two years ago; he cancelled his
appearance.)
In response to the charge
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that he is persecuting campus
radicals, Sceresse said, "I have
stated publicly many times my
viewpoint about radicalism:
'Academic freedom must be '
preserved and fostered, but
academic freedom stops where
criminarlity begins.' "
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Bargaining might begin at UNM

501 Yale S.E.
(Just 5 blks. South
of Central)

Communication workers seek. representative
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the conservative voter,s in the
coming elections for the
governor of the state of New
Mexico.
"Only the well-known radical
leaders were selected for
prosecution for disruption of
the events, not because of
guilt, but because the
leadership of these so-called
radicals would be used as an
example and that .by
eliminating the leaders, it
would lead to a suppression of
the groups on the campus.
"Many were concerned about
· being denied their right to
observe a basketball game, but
no concern was shown when
the Black Student Union was
denied their right to peacefully
protest on the court before the
game-to express their dissent
against racism.
''The Faculty Policy
Committee said the protesters
could go on the court, but
would have to leave when
asked. Approximately two days
later, Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold
Lavender informed us that
President Ferrel Heady said
that there would be no protest
at any time on the court-a
restriction that was not
previously enacted.
''The people that are so
uptight about Sen, Thurmond
being denied his 'freedom of

NEW

Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
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Wyoming NE, 254·5987. 4/16
DEADLINE for inserting c!Msified 3:30
p.m.-will go irt next day's Lobo.
lU66 :J.'R4A, recent engine overhaul.
36,000 miles, 22 miles/gallon. $1150,
DISCOVER :b'LYlNG. $5 first lesson. $14
phone 299-2671. 3/16
hr. after, Lee Mason, 268-4589. 3/24
EMERSON TAPE recorder-excellent ior
THUNDERBffiD CoNTRIBUTORS: All
component set up, $60.
written work submitted to the magazine CoNSERVATIVELY cheeked sport coat,
may now be picked up at rin.168 Journalsize 37; $10.
ism Bldg.
SAKS FIFTH Avenue Suits, cost new some
MOVEMENT-BODY AWARENESS _
$200, try them on-make offer, size 39,
SENSITIVITY TRAINING. 625 Wei·
some with two pair pants. CnU 247-2545.
le•ley SE. Call 256·0141. 3/17
6)
EMPLOYMENT
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
All art works maY now be picked up at
EMPLOYMENT. Either sex.
rm. 205 Jour:nalism Bldg., 9 a.m.-4 p.m.· SUMMER
~xceJJent _wagCY. Great Working Condi ..
MondaY·Frida!l.
tions. S\\'imming Pool: CaShiers; Lifeguards, Night Maintenance. 1£ interested,
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picone interview date only: Saturday.
ture taken £or the Mirage. No charge-March 14, time: 10:00 a.m., place: 1410
three poses, three prints. Pictures taken
Iron SW. 3/13
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277·5743 to
schedule.
YOUNG FASHION MARKETING organization seeks coed or graduate with mer2)
LOST&FOUND
chandising background as area coordina..
tor
for UNM-Aibuquerquc area. Super•
LOSE SOMETHING 7 To find it, try
visor, pcrsoHne], publie relations. Must
Lobo ClMsified Ads.
have Use of car be in area until June,
1971. Contact Barbaro. Asmcrvig, 345·
BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
3511. ext. 154., or sign u_p for interview
service in the lobby of the, SUB for
at Placement Office with Mrs. Short.
your lost items.
Interviews Wed. March 18, 1-4:30 p.m.
~'OUND: Currency found. Validate claim
a/17
and take the money. 277-2131. 3/19
BUSINESS OPPOR'rUNITY-po.rt-time.
If :YoU nre looking for a real opportunity
5)
FORSALE
plus early retirement, call 268·4950 atfer
5:30. Couples preferred. 3/20
1962 NORTON MANXMAN 650cc, dirt
bike, bored. 040't oV'er, 9:1 compression,
extra sprocket, street legal, terribly fast, '7)
MISCELLANEOUS
matchleas frame. 243·4078, 3/16
PAY •roo MUCH FOR GAS; walk too far 1'HE TURNING POINT. 525 Wellesley
to class 7 LAMBRETTA, 150 cc, $150.,
SE. Friday nnd Saturday nights, 8-11.
247-2539. 3/18
3/17 .
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Health Open House
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The Communications Workers of union representative.
America (CWA) has been notified that
Bailey said approximately 600 people
collective bargaining with the University are included in University
administration may begin as soon as a non- pro fessi anal, non-supervisory
representative of the majority of personnel (excluding clerical and office
University non-supervisory and workers).
non-professional personnel is determined.
He said a committee has been formed
University Director of Personnel to work on receiving designation cards
Lawrence Yehle sent a letter to CW A from personnel not already committed.
representative Jerry Bailey two weeks ago
Designation cards are issued by unions,
stating that before collective bargaining and give representation authorization to a
can begin, a majority representative must union to act as an individual's collective
be determined.
bargaining agent.
Bailey said he regards the letter from
" I will respond as a union
Yehle as a committment that "if and representative only to signatured cards,"
when we represent a majority," collective Bailey said.
bargaining will begin,
Yehle said yesterday several other
CW A requested recognition as the unions have asked the University for
collective bargaining agent for Physical authority to act as a collective bargaining
Plant custodians last November. The agent for University personnel.
University informed Bailey that Physical
The collective bargaining agent "will
Plant custodial representation was not an probably be determined by an election,"
adequate indication that the majority of which is standard operating procedure in
University personnel want CWA as a labor relations, Yehle said.

Defense asks testimony
for Cooper, Orzen case
The defense counsel for Bill Orzen and Allen
Cooper is seeking testimony about the Strom
Thurmond incident on March 4,
PeJ:Sons having testimony about the incident,
are asked to be in Union room 258 on
Wednesday, March 18 from 4 to 6 p.m., or from
8 to 10 p.m.
Cooper and Orzen are facing charges before
the Student Standards Committee in connection
with the heckling incident that led to the
cancellation of Thurmond's speech.

Senators propose closed-week changes
Three changes in the present
closed period system have been
proposed by four ASUNM senators
to insure that students have an
adequate amount of time in which
to prepare for final examinations.
The three proposals are:
That extra-curricular and social
campus activities be discontinued
during closed period as already
stipulated in the faculty handbook.
That the first two days of
pre.- examination week be
designated as general review days
and, except for laboratory
examinations, no instructor shall

administer a final examination
during the period designated general
review days.
That classes be discontinued
during the final three days of
pre-examination week so students
will have adequate time in which to
prepare for final examinations on
an individual basis.
The proposed changes were
passed Friday by the Stuc:}ent
Affairs Committee. The change
must also be pa~sed by a faculty
committee before they will go into
effect.
The . changes were proposed
\

·''"'

because under the present system,
students have little time to review
course work since tests, papers, and
new reading and lecture material
are often scheduled during
pre-examination week.
"It is our contention that
although extra-curricular and social
campus activities are discontinued
during this time, the precept of
closed period is often Violated by
instruc:tors who administer finals
during pre-examination week.
Secondly. we contend that closed
week is not broadly enough defined
in· the' faculty handbook to insure

."

that students have an adequate
amount of time in which to prepare
for final examinations," the.
committee proposal stated.
The committee requested the
proposal be put on a trial basis this
semester, and the results be
evaluated by an ad hoc
student-faculty committee at the
end of the semester.
"Should the ad hoc committee
report be favorable, we propose the
definition of closed period as
delineated in the faculty handbook
be amended to include points one
through three of the closed period
proposal," the statement read.
.. ,
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The New Mexl~o lobo I• published
doily every regular week of the University year by the Boord of Student Publicatian• of the Associated Student• of
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by the UNM Printing Plant with 1econd
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
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for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
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of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Asscxiated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico,
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~Progressive'

high school
shown in cinema verite

(Editor's note: The New Wiseman's efforts, they had the
Mexico Civil Liberties Union will film banned in that city.
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
present "High School" today
It is primarily a story about
at noon, 2 p.m., and again at 5:30 teachers, their attitudes, and
Vol. 73, No. 102
p.m. in the New Mexico Union methods of instructing students.
Tuesday, March 17, 1970
Theater, It will be shown again The viewer frequently notices
to·morrow at 11:30 a.m. and how his high school experiences
1:30 p.m. Be sure and invite coincide in many ways with those
Letters are weloome, and ahould
younger brothers and sisters and of the students in the film.
be no longer than 250 words tn>otheir
friends in the high school
There is the surly military type
written, double spliCed. Name, telephone number and addreu mutt be
world to see this movie of utmost who is director of discipline. His
included, althoU&"h name wiD be
importance to them. .A small advice to a student who has been
withheld upan requat.
donation is asked.)
accused wrongly· of a misdeed:
By
BILL
SIEVERT
accept
the punishment, and then,
He evaded questioning by a
The Brave Few
No Applicants
(CPS)-Frederick Wiseman is a afterwards, politely inform the
news-reporter on the South To the Editor:
masterofcinemaverite.
teacher who issued the
Carolina attacks on black
•· To the Editor:
I called the University of New
His latest release, "High punishment that you were
Freedom of speech seems to be children, at the Sunport; what Mexico Placement Bureau for
a fashionable concept to debate chance had we poor, applicants to fill a position with School" follows closely the style 1 innocent.
There is the tottering old
on the UNM campus right now. inexperienced students to force Dun & Bradstreet. I did not and technique of the highly
instructor who continuously
Why does no one question the him to answer the questions receive one call as a result of this acclaimed "Titicut Follies."
While "Follies" explored the hobbles up and down the hall
freedom of each student to help upper-most in the minds of most request.
treatment
of inmates in a New during lunch hour yelling at
select those who will be invited of us who still profess to be
I wonder whether there
here to speak, by the Speakers human-as witness the white actually were no graduates York mental hospital prison, students who are trying to make a
"High School" does the same in a phone call or get a drink of water.
Committee, paid for out of thE: arm-bands worn by females at interested.
pocket of each student,
that meeting to protest the South
The position was filled by an middle class, white, progressive "Lunch hour is for lunch, not for
phone calls," he gripes.
Ray Schowers would appear to Carolina incidents.
applicant from the University of high school in Philadelphia.
There
are
no
actors
in
"High
But most frightening of all,
be our self·appointed, unmovable
Buses of children are Albuquerque.
School."
In
cinema
verite,
there'
is the tear-filled female
representative. Why? Isn't it
I hope a deserving UNM
possible to replace him by open over-turned, schools turned into alumnus did not miss out due to manipulation of events is kept at instructor who reads an assembly
election? We are told that the fortresses, and it's a local issue. neglect on the part of your the minimum level possible when a letter from a former student
a camera crew is prying into the now serving in Vietnam. The
Speakers Committee invites The Black Panthers try to protect Placement Center.
persons from every segment of the their people and it's a
John C. Anderson lives of people going about their student, in his letter, says not to
routine habits. It is reality worry about him. He has been'
political spectrum. Someone national-no, international-issue.
presented with very little trained to follow orders and to do
appears to be blind in one Bill and Allen attempt to educate
Rear Flank Exposed
modification.
the job which he is told to do.
eye-the spectrum goes both us by asking a racist to explain his To the Editor: ·
The
photographer
shoots
huge
The
teacher adds, "When I get a
ways, to the right, and, dare I policies/excuses, and they face
Dr. Skabelund's recent remarks
double jeopardy-loss of a college seem to indicate that he would quantities of film and the only letter like this, I know we're doing
• write it, to the LEFT.
Sure, John Froines was here, education, and fines and jail like to assume an ostrich-like real manipulation is in the editing. our job here .... "
and out of the goodness of their sentences.
There is the scene in which a
position-with his head buried in Editing makes or breaks a cinema
hearts, the Speakers Committee
and
Wiseman
never
girls'
gym class does calisthenics
verite
film
Does no one feel we should the sand, or in his case, the books. failsinthat'respect.
has belatedly donated $150.00 to
while the 1910 Fruit Gum
I
would
not
in
any
way
attempt
him. This doesn't even bear protect our own interests against to discourage the good doctor,
From· hours upon hours of Company plays "Simon Says" in
comparison with Strom's such a man as Thurmond, and but I would like to point out to footage he has chosen slightly the background.
$2,000.00. The man is a racist; congratulate the brave few ·who him that such a position leaves the more than an hour's worth of film
But, all in all, it is a drab
who will deny it? What can we dared to do the protecting for us? rear·flank incredibly exposed,
to show us the hypocrisy and lack p i c t u r e o f h i g h s c h o o I
learn from him but racism?
Janie M. Burcart
By Request Name Withheld of progress in a so-called education-particularly for a
progressive high school in school that bills itself
' ... 5 Pounds Sulphur, 10 Pounds Potassium Nitrate, 50 Feet Primer Fuse, 2 Rolls Friction Philadelphia. Authorities in "progressive." A drab picture that
Philadelphia were so impressed by is well worth taking a look at.
Tape, 4 Batteries, 1 Clock .. .'

Editor:
Williams Presumes Guilt

Betna

What's A NMUVO'!

Bema is unsolicited, signed truest editorial opinion.

..,

By JOHN HEIDE
Every two years the New
Mexico State Legislature meets
and howls of dismay are heard
from all segments of UNM-right
and left. It seems manifestly
unfair that a small group of
unsympathetic and sometimes
uneducated legislators should have
a life and death strangle hold on
the finances of this glorious and
obviously important University,
Something must be wrong,
Every two years large numbers
or New Mexico state legislators
are elected. Why are there no
howls of dismay from the
candidates or political parties
about their treatm!!nt by UNM
voters?
Why isn't the voice of the
10,000 plus registered voters on
campus, whose interests are
identical with those of the
University, heard in these
elections? Surely such a group of
interested and intelligent people
should be able to exert an
influence out of proportion to
their numbers. Something must be
wrong.
.
'
As a remedy for both problems,
1 propose a New Mexic,o
University Voters Organization

(NMUVO). This NMUVO would endorsement proposal would put
be organized and funded by the University and student
student government. Before each government in a difficult ethical
election, the NMUVO would send position.
information on the education
Is it proper to use our "muscle"
voting records of each candidate to elect people who- will promise
to all registered voters affiliated us a favor? Isn't this exactly the
with UNM, including students, kind of thing we would like to see
faculty, staff, and parents of eliminated from state and federal
government?
students.
The Student Lobby is a
Student government, an
good idea in principle, but the organization which does not
legislature will continue to operate with public funds, is the
disregard requests from student best place to organize this
sources as long as the idea that activity. With only minimal
"students don't count because cooperation from the
students don't vote" persists.
administration, student
Nevertheless, Student Lobby is government has ample resources
the ideal organization to cotp.pile to coordinate the efforts of the
information on candidates' groups involved and to fund
records for use by the· NMUVO mailings to the University
and is the ideal organization to community.
use the leverage generated by the
There is little time to waste.
activities of the NMUVO. The t;wo General elections will be held in
groups, Student Lobby and the November and we should be
NMUVO, will complement each prepared for them. The NMUVO
other and ·bring greater must be provided for in. the
effectiveness to both.
ASUNM budget which will be
It has been proposed that voted on in April.
student government officially
A bill in Student Senate to
4!ndorse and actively support begin preparations for the
candidates for ·office who are NMUVO will be introduced soon.
friendly to the Univerai(y. This' Support it,

To the Editor:
David C. William's letter to the
editor (Friday, March 13) urging
students to join YAF (Young
Americans for Freedom) reveals
some interesting things about the
Far Right. In judging the
"barbarian" campus radicals
guilty of three different crimP"
before they have received a fair
hearing before their peers
indicates the following
interpretation of American
justice: presumed guilty until
proven innocent depending on
who you are and what you stand
for. Mr. William's letter also
indicates that he and his group
have access to information that
has not yet been made public,
namely, the parties involved in
planting a bomb under the Air
Force ROTC building. Is his
a c c us at ion based on fact,
u:;aumption, or perhaps divine
omniscience? The public knows
very little about the circumstances
surrounding that bomb, such as
the names of unidentified
telephone men who are supposed
to have found it, how long it had
been under the building, etc.
Perhaps Mr. Williams can answer
these questions.
I would suggest that the
dangerous assumptions and
accusations made in his letter have
no place in a University
community in spite of Mr.
William's quest for truth and
resistance and reconstruction
and... Y AF would be one
organization not to join unless
one is interested in contributing
to the atmosphere of hysteria and
witch-hunting that already seems
to have settled on this campus.
Charles M. Tatum

opposed to the academic
community's heritage of
endorsing freedom of non-violent
expression.
On these grounds we recommend
that the University investigate the
incident and that if, after due
process, any individuals are found
guilty of unjustifiably restricting
the freedom of others, that any
measures necessary be taken to
insure that similar situations do
not occur in the future.
Student Religious Liberals

Outside Agitator?
To the Editor:
Gasp! Is it possible? A Mario
Savio on our campus?! On seeing
a duplication of a letter to the
editor printed in the 13 March
Lobo in the 15 March
Albuquerque Journal, I was
moved to if iscover who wa::
promoting the YAF on the UNM
Campus. I was shocked to find
that David C. Williams was not
listed in the 1969-70 UNM
Student Directory nor was he
listed as a Faculty Member,
Teaching Assistant, or Graduate
Assistant in the 1969-70 UNM
Bulletin. I wonder is Mr. Williams
a new member. of the UNM
campus or, God forbid, an outside
agitator.
Michael V. Dunn

Radicals, Retrench

To the Editor:
Anarchists, Radicals,
Revolutionaries!
You'd better think about
retrenching. Whether any of
you threw the BYU bricks,
kerosene·filled balloons, the
Violation of Rights ·
tantrums at Popejoy, or the
bomb under ROTC doesn't
To the Editor:
matter-your support is being
We feel that the action taken dissipated,
·
by a small minority of persons
During the coming trials, you
during Strom Thurmond's might look into the possibilities
scheduled appearance at UNM was for exposing the FBI and CIA
in violation of the constitutional agents and informers in our
rights of. Senator Thurmond and midst. This would be ll real
others. Furthermore, while we service to the University
disagree with what we consider to community and a viable
be Thurmond's -racist philosophy, attempt at expiation.
we believe that such action as the
Name Withheld
March 4 disruption is d.irectly
By Requellt
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Laguna, De Vargas 'like apartments'

Students rap on dorms

I

~i
I.

The new dorms, Laguna ·and De
Vargas, are a qualified success.
.A survey of students living in
the new dorms found them for
the most part pleased with the
dorms, though all had a few
complaints,
Th1~ arrangement of the dorms
is somewhat unusual. Each
consists of three houses, and the
six houses are arranged in a circle
around a center court.
The houses are four stories
(including a basement level), and
The new dining hall, La Posada, each floor is divided into two
serving the new dorms, De Vargas sections, consisting of four rooms
plus a common study room.
and Laguna. "Nicer atmosphere,
"An attempt was made to
but the food's equally bad."
break the group into smaller
units," said William Bierbaum,
Director of Auxiliaries and
Services, "to have the dorms on a
more intimate, personal scale."
The most popular feature of
the new dorms seems to be the
study room. "They're great,;, said
resident Daisy Evans, "you can
study in there at any hour
without disturbing other
students." The main disadvantage
is the lack of a central desk, Miss
Evans said.
"The new dorms are more like
an apartment," said Mary Hale,
who lived in Santa Ana last year,
where the long hallways "made
me feel like a rat in a maze," she
said.
Common complaints were the
smaller rooms and the lack of

To The Editor:

Letten are welcome, and should
be no longer than 260 words typewritten, double ap...,ed. Name, telephone number and addr""" muat be
included, although name wiD be
withheld upon requ.. t.

-

La Posada

drawer and closet space, but the that the dorms be made
extra space in the study room co-educational.
makes up for the cramped
"The layout is perfect for co-ed
quarters for most students.
dorms," contends Daisy Evens.
"This i$ my first experience in "It would be possible to maintain
dorm living," said Beverly Kaj;z. complete privacy,"
"I have found more privacy and.
quiet than I expected, and flike
~Carve
not being confined to one room,"
the
LOve Ring TN
Living in the new dorm "took
people.
getting used to" for Mary Ewing.
"It's too quiet," she said. "The
atmosphere is nice and it's not
like living in a cell, but I don't
know why they built the dorms so
complicated-it's like living in a
maze. I feel like a subject in a
psychology experiment."
Though the dining room, La
Posada, built to serve the new
dorms, is more attractive than the
one in Hokomi, "the food is
equally as bad," said Dorothy
Lowance.
Many small complaints were
voiced, including the need for
water fountains on each floor,
too-small showers, no visitation,
ArtCarttrd wedding rinRI in UK •otid 1old
no place to sunbathe, and the
ore auoilable /rom II2.SO Ia over 1250.
"noisy maids" who clean at 6 a.m.
on Saturdays.
Authorized A!:!Carved Jeweler
A new feature will be added to
the dorms April 3, when all
residents of Laguna and De Vargas
.
will be issued permanent keys.
}1!1Velertl
Residence in the dorms is limited
to upperclassmen, with no
freshmen allowed.
2312 CENTRAL S E @
A suggestion made by many of
OPPOSITE POPEJOY HALL
the students in the survey was

·-----a

Students can watch the clouds
(or stars, as the case may be) as
they eat in the new La Posada
dining hall.

Dining Hall

•
Forest serv1ce
rangers
initiate 'hippie patrols•
JEMEZ, N.M.-The U.S. Forest
Service said Monday its rangers
have started "hippie patrols" to
cut down on nude bathing in New
Mexico national forests.
Fred R. Swetnam, district
ranger for the Santa Fe National
Forest, said the idea behind the
patrols was to avoid
confrontations with hippies
violating forest regulations by
bathing nude in streams.
"We're not challenging the

hippies' activities except when
they infringe on the rights of the
majority," Swetnam said. "Then,
we're immediately forced to
defend the establishment."
Swetnam said when violations
of forest service regulations were
reported, rangers tried to make
contact with the communities'
"power structure" and get hippie
leaders to "control their own
bunch."

if you want a
summer job, call
Manpower®.
• The pay Ia good.
• You can work when you please.
• The experience will help you later on.
That sound you hear is Opportunity, knocking.
If you're a gal-and you have some secretarial
skills-we'll put you to work. If you can type,
operate various office machines or handle some
stenography ... knock knock knock.

If you're a guy, you might want factory or warehouse work-indoors or out. We've got both ...
and both can help you build up your experience
... and your bankroll. But we can't call you ...
so call us. J(nock knock knee k.
In 400 offices throughout the United States
Manpower specializes in finding the right people to do the temporary jobs that have to be
done. We've been at it for 21 years, so we know
what you're looking for. Why not deal with the
best. When you're home on vacation come on in.
Knock knock knock knock.

. MANP®WER\1)
TEMPORARY HELP SERVICES

An Equal Opportonlly Employer

Downstairs in the SUB
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Daniels pra1ses

u probe

student lobby and the
recommendation of some of the
professors from UNM, the budget
appropriation was in excess of the
original recommendation."
"The lobby also helped to keep
the intended tuition increase from
coming through," he said.
If elected governor, Daniels
said, he would not set up a
separate committee to represent
the University before the
legislature.
"The University took a good
step in appointing a citizen
representative group to talk about
the University."
Daniels also discussed problems
of northern New Mexico.
He said the problems of
northern New Mexico are not
hard to define; the difficult part is
finding solutions to the problems.
"As far as I can see," Daniels
said, "the basic solutions to the
poverty in the area is better
education and economic
development of the area,"
"Northern New Mexico is in
the position of being able to
choose its economic

German film

UIIVS.S

Ot.£41

Tile 1-.P/'JrNEif .Silo!'

SRNDFu.. s- BEJ.Ts
CJ.,.~TitES- ~

JiWEJ..~( ~~~
.1.000 CEN Tl( Ill- S, (.

"Young Torless," a 1967
German film based on a famous
German novel, will be Thursday's
presentation by the Societe du
Cinema.
Show time is 7 p.m. in the
Union Theater. Admission is by
season subscription,- or a seats
available basis at 75 cents per
person.
The film was directed by
Volker Schlondorff, and stars
. Matthieu Carriere, Marian
Seidowsky, Bernd Tischer, and
Alfred Dietz.

OK IE'S.
Pranks and Beer··Hard Boiled Eggs
all day and all night

development,'' he said, "if only it
would develop an inventory of its
assets, then. sell these assets to the
industries willing to build in that
part of the state,"
The prospect of opening the .
government forest lands for
farming rather than bringing in
industry was dismissed by Daniels.
He questioned the usefulness of
the land for farming and said the
problem of getting water to the
land in many of these places
would be too difficult,
"Some of the land is being used
for farming now," he said, "but
some of the land is just not
tillable.
"Also if the unemployable of
that region could be taught a
trade then the problem of welfare
could be helped, too," he said.
Educating the man in his 40's
and over would provide a means
of getting jobs for them, he said,
Vocational education should be
taught in junior and senior high,
Daniels said, and should continue
all the way down to the grade
school level.
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Six groups form coalition

WORLD NEWS

The Coalition of Oppressed protester& at both the BYU·UNM
"By uniting the radical groups
Peoples (COP), uniting the six games and the Strom Thurmond our actions will have a more
major radical campus speech.'' The petition terms the
effective result," she said.
organizations, was formed this actions now being taken by the
COP will deal with "major
weekend to "achieve a more UNM administration and the
issues," but help each group
WASHINGTON-Sen, Russell B. Long D-La. said today· effective result" in political district attorney's office a
within the organization "with
"brilliant . , . upside down thinkers" on the Suprem~ Court were activity, said Ada Rippberger, "simplistic appro&ch to the
their specific grievances," she said,
destroying the nation and recommended a straightfor,ward ''B student SDS member Monday. ·
problem of racism and
At the moment there are no
or C student" like Judge G, Harrold Carswell.
COP's membership includes the oppression."
definite plans to do something,
· But Sen. Philip Hart, D-Mich., said "it's the first time I've heard that United Mexican American
The petition may be turned
but "we will deal with the whole
argument-and I hope it's the last-that we should look for mediocrity Students (UMAS), Women's over to the administration or to
idea of racism and oppression on
when we staff the Supreme Court of the United States."
Liberation Front (WLF), SDS, Student Standards Committee, the campus and locally," Miss
Sen. Birch Bayh, D·Ind., told the Senate, Carswell's "indescribably Student Organizing Committee said Miss Rippberger.
Rippberger said.
undistinguished career as an attorney and jurist is itself an affront to (SOC), Newsreel, and the Black
The group had a table set up in
the Supreme Court."
·
Student Union (BSU).
the Union Monday to get
" ... We should look for the best, the very best," Hart said. "Even
"We would like to get Kiva signatures on the petition, and is
those who advance his (Carswell's) cause have implied he is something Club to join. There was not a Ki~a planning a rally on the Mall
less than that."
Club representative at the Friday.·
The senators clashed sharply in the first full day of Senate debate on organizing meeting yesterday,''
"The six groups had gotten
President Nixon's nomination of Carswell, a 50-year-old Floridian who said Miss Rippberger.
tog~ther Friday to talk about the'
now serves on the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
The coalition's first joint action (Allen) Cooper·(Bill) Orzen
A UPI poll indicated last week that 51 senators are committed or are is circulation of a petition in incident and it seemed the
leaning in favor of Carswell, while 28 are firmly or tentatively against it. support of the ''actions of the opportune moment to form a
Twenty were undecided.
coalition," she said.
biggest name in
But Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott told reporters that
Cooper and Orzen face charges
Hot Dogs"
opposition has increased slightly and now numbers more than 30
Cuba speaker
·before the Student Standards
4201 Central N.:E.. 265-7410
. senators.
Richard Fagen, a Stanford Committee in connection with the
political science professor who has heckling incident which led to the
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
been to Cuba twice in the last cancellation of Sen. Strom
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
four years, will lecture this Thurmond's speech March 4.
aft·ernoon on "Cuba:
WASHINGTON-Sen. EdmundS. Muskie, D-Maine, and two scholars Developmental Dilemmas."
agreed today that Americans may have to hold down their standard of
The lecture, open to the public,
living to hold down pollution.
will be held in Union room 250·C,
They cited fast automobiles, the supersonic transport (SST) at 4 p.m.
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
disposable bottles, and more electrical pciwer plants as some of th~
Fagen visited Cuba in the
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
things they may have to give up to help save environment.
summer of 1966, and the spring
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
Vincent J. Schaefer, director of the Atmospheric Sciences Research of 1968. He is the author of the
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
Center, State University of New York, Albany, also said many "clean
"Transformation
Political
air" devices on smokestacks and exhaust pipes were really a book
Culture
in Cuba," of
and
does r~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"subterfuge" which only converted smoke into less visible but more research in planned social and
harmful gasses and small particles.
political change in Cuba and
"Engines of more than 200 cubic inch displacement on automobiles Mexico,
ASNMSU Preesents
should be either outlawed outright or very heavily taxed,'' said Ruth
Fagen's lecure is sponsored
Weiner, assistant chemistry professor at Temple Buell College, Denver. jointly by the political science and
She said nonreturnable bottles should be banned, too.
sociology departments, and the
"Maybe we ought to set some limits on the standard of living," said Graduate Lecture Committee.
Muskie, chairman of the Senate subcommittee on air and water
pollution,

By United Press International

1

Outlook poor for Carswell

Spring Housing

Art majors have decided on a
new life style, Their teepee near
the Arts Annex is scheduled for
occupation in eady spring.

holocaust was a complete turning
point in man's existence," he said.
"It was a metamorphosis on a
cosmic scale-maybe even God
changed one of his faces."
Despite years of thinking and
searching, trying to find a reason
for the slaughter of 6,000,000
Jews, Wiesel said he can find no
meaning in the holocaust. "I don't
know the answer," he said.
"Maybe there is none. It defies
literature and negates language,
art, and humanity as well."
Wiesel later covered the trial of
Adolf Eichmann, whom he
"expected to be a monster with
three eyes and ears," but found
him to be a normal man. This, to
Wiesel, represents one "discovery
of the holocaust-a human can do
horrible things to other humans
and still remain human."
"A Jew today,'' Weisel believes,
"provided he remains
authentically Jewish, can do so

much for other people by telling
them of his history,
"A Jew is someone who
transmits his past,'' he said. "The
tale of Jewish history is that
despite all destruction a Jew is
able to laugh, to tell the tales with
grace and humor-despite his
disappointment in man, he still
works for man."
In Israel during the seven days
war in 1967, Wiesel used the
experience to write a book, "A
Stranger in Jerusalem,'' now on
the best-seller list.

At your
newsstand now!

SUTTON

Hippies hijack munitions ship

PLACE. INC.

In Concert
March 19,1970 8:00P.M.

Want the latest in Carousel
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Mall shopping center.

Pan American Center, Las Cruces, New Mexico

See the newestwig in town

Tickers on sale March 12 at Corbett Center Box Office 9-4 Monday thru friday
or
At the Door
Doors open 7:30 P.M.

THE GREEK BOY
($25 complete)

Admission $4.50

Fishermen file pollution suit

Elie Wiesel

MODERN
BRIDE

makes your
dream
come
Perfectly
true.

BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS

SAT'l'AHIP, Thailand-crewmen of the U.S. munitions ship
Columbia Eagle were quoted as, saying today the ship was
commandeered to Cambodia by two "pill popping and marijuana
blowing hippies" who hijacked the bomb-laden vessel to protest the
Vietnam war.
Cambodia granted asylum to the two dissidents after a Cambodian
navy patrol boarded the ship,
Details of the incident, one of the most bizarre in the annals of the
sea, were disclosed by crewmen of the SS Rappahannock, the vessel
which picked up 24 Columbia Eagle sailors who were set adrift in
lifeboats.
Sattahip is a U.S. supply base where the Columbia Eagle's bomb
cargo was to have been unloaded for use by U.S. planes flying missions
over Vietnam and Laos.

., .

Ever since
you were
atinygirl,
you've dreamed
of a June
wedding.
The Summer
issue of

Affluent America causing pollution

kapy karner

Author relates Jews' survival

NEW ORLEANS-Louisiana shrimp fishermen filed a federal
pollution suit today against Chevron Oil Co., claiming $70 million in
potential damages from a giant oil slick that edged through the Gulf of
Mexico toward the Louisiana coast.
The suit, filed by nine shrimpers on behalf of 2000 fellow offshore
trawlers, sought to pin liability for the offshore pollution hazard on
Chevron, owner of the "Charlie" platform spewing crude oil into the
gulf.
A similar suit, for $31.5 million in potential damages, was filed last
Friday by a group of oyster fishermen.
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Only you can prevent forest fires.
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Radical campus organizations unite

NEW

Calls World War II 'holocaust'

To be a Jew today is to be
against all forms of genocide
everywhere said Elie Wiesel,
best-selling author, Saturday.
He spoke as a part of a series of
I e c tures sponsored by the
Experiment in Jewish Learning.
Citing the survival of Jews
through 2000 years of attempted
genocide, Wiesel said, "Jews are
fashionable today because people
see in them a strange secret-the
art of survival. People ask
them-'You have survived-show
us how.'"
'
Wiesel, a prisoner in Auchwitz
in World War II, called the war
"the holocaust."
"What happened during the

N~W

.

Says investigation 'doing good job'
By FRAN PADIJ,LA
The UNM investigating
committee has done an excellent
job, and it will be worth the
$50,000 to keep it going for one
more year, said Jack Daniels,
Democratic candidate for
governor from Lea county.
At a question and answer
session last night at the
International Center, Da.niels said
the committee did a good job last
year, and that it would continue
doing a good job so long as it
didn't get -involved in any witch
hunts.
Other topics discussed by
Daniels .were the effects of letting
ASUNM back a political candidate
and the usefulness of the student
lobby,
"The students of UNM should
back a political candidate," he
said, "but ASUNM itself should
not back the candidate itself."
Student lobby influence on the
legislature is great, he said. "The
way to determine its influence is
to look at the results achieved so
far by the lobby," said Daniels.
He said, "With th_e ~elp of the

·
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Do you need help?
Do you need aTutor?

,.

Call277-5398
Mon.-Chemistry
Biology German
Tues.-French
Spanish Math
Wed.:...Psychology .
Physics English
West Side-La Posada Dining Hall
7-lOp.m.
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Air pollution
in .London
drops due
to coal ban

English sky
clear. sunny;
cities clean

AQUARIAN BOOK STOP
6922 Central SE
Phone: 256-3194
9:3() to 6:00
Occult & Metaphysical

LONDON-Not long ago,
London was a place where the sky
was always dingy, where the orily
birds were pigeons, where people
lived in dread of a thick yellow
smog which sneaked up on the
city and strangled thousands.
Today, Londoners live in one
of the cleanest atmospheres in the
world. Hawks, wild ducks, and
bullfinches have returned to nest
in the parks, The sun, when it
shines, shin~:!:> brightly. Even the
wash on the line dries whiter.
The reason-Britain's Clean Air
Act which 14 years ago deprived
the Englishman of his traditional
glowing coal fire for the privilege
of breathing fresh air.
The 1966 Clean Air Act was
the first ,legislation of its kind in
the world. As a result, London
now has one of the lowest air
pollution rates of any industrial
city on the map.
The main feature of the act was
to ban the burning of soft coal-a
move which meant homeowners
.had to board up their fireplaces
and switch to electric or gas
heaters. Only the well·to·do could
afford the hard, smokeless coal
required by the new act.
"There was a bit of a stir over
the act," said Lord Kennet, air
' pollution expert at the Ministry of
Housing,
"The hearth has always been
the focal point of an Englishman's
living room. The sight of a
glowing coal fire is built very deep
in him and people felt very lost at
first without it.
"But it was the dome8tic hearth
which was the killer," he said.
"Three-fourths of the terrible
concentration of amoke in the air
in 1966 came from the chimneys.

They were a health horror."
The long-range advantages of
the act have far outweighed any
temporary disgruntlement. Even
the most home-loving Englishman
has conceded a preference for
clean air over glowing hearths,
The amount of smoke has been
reduced by 75 percent in London
and 50 percent countrywide.
"London is much cleaner than
New York, for instance. You can
smell it immediately," Lord
Kennet said.
The number of chest diseases
and heart ailment complaints have
been greatly reduced. The hours
of sunshine have been increased
by 50 percent since 1956.
Buildings are whiter. One can see
the dome of St. Paul's cathedral
from Westminster Bridge, several
miles away, on a clear
morning--you couldn't in the
.fifties.
Clothes are cleaner and wear
longer. Plants flourish in the parks
and a range of bird species have
come back to London.

Building purchase
UNM's purchase of the former
IBM building on the corner of
Central and Stanford S.E. was
approved by the State Board of
Educational Finance Friday.
UNM will use the 14,000 sq.
ft., two-story building to house
the Technical Applications
Center, which does much of the
photograph:V for U.S. moonshots,
said Charles W. Williams. He is a
member of the firm that handled
the transaction.
The building, owned by Life
Investors Insurance Co. of Iowa,
cost the University $200,000, he
said.
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IDittmer discusses

population control
(Editor's note: The following
is the Jastin a three·part series on
air, land·, and water pollution,
and OV!'!f•popu)jltion.)
By SUE MAJOR
It took the population of the
world until1650 to double from
wh11t it was estimated to be in
the year one, but by 1975, the
world population will have
doubled from what it was in
1930.
"If a war reduced the
population right now by half,
with the present birth control
methods and information, in 36
years it would be back up to its
pre·war level/' said Howard J.
Dittmer, UNM biology
professor.
Dittmer said two acres of land
are needed per person for
·"reasonable production" of food
and fiber, but the present
population allows only 1.1 acre
per person.
Pressing Problem
Birth control is becoming ari
increasingly pressing problem.
Zero population societies are
appearing all over the country,
promoting a limit of two
children, then what?
"The thing is, after you have
two children, then what? Do
you force people to be
sterilized? It would be hard to
enforce," said Dittmer.
India has had birth control
centers in operation for 17
years, longer than any other
country, but the increase in
population has not slowed
down.
"It was. a 12 million increase
per year for a while. Last year
the increase was 13 million. I'm
sure birth control education is
helpful to those who want to be
helped, but for those who don't
care, it's not enough.
Hard Time
"When you have a population
• where so many of the people are
illiterate, you have a hard time
reaching them. Children are their
social security. People hope their
children will support them in
their old age," Dittmer said.
No religion has rules against

i

?.

birth control as such, and
regulations against it . are
man·made laws, Dittmer said.
''Some church rules and
regulations say birth control is
illegal if it is due to some
external or mechanical device.
The rhythm method is not
against church regulations. Late
marriages were encouraged for
many years to reduce the birth
rate," be said.
"The time is coming when we
will have to impress upon people
the fact that it is irresponsible to
have a big family. There are no
resources to support them
anymore. And this is where birth
control has to become
mandatory."
Mandatory Program
Dittmer said he though the
United State.: will have a
mandatory birth control
program within 10 years to limit
the number of children a couple
could have.
"Maybe when you get
married, you get two child
tickets. When you have a child,
you turn in a ticket. When you
have turned in your second
ticket, you would be sterilized. I
think ·people would be hesitant
about that second ticket. Mayhll
they'd only have one child
instead of two," he said.
He termed the liberalizing
abortion laws "a must."
You can have all sorts of laws
limiting the birth rate, say to
two, but you need a back-up
law, such as mandatory
abortion," he said.
Pill Evidence
Dittmer agreed there is "some
evidence" that the Pill might
cause blood clots, but said a
physician should not prescribe
birth control pills for a woman
who has a tendency for blood
clots,
"We need a safe 'morning
after' pill, which can be used
without bad side effects," he
said.
More drastic solutions to the
population problem, such as the
use of nuclear weapons and the
elimination of people once they
reach a certain age,

Film society
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Spring fever
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Spring is here and winter is gone. Albuquerque apparently
experienced its last snowfall of the year last week. And though this
won't make many of UNM's ski people happy, it's good news to most
students. The mercury hit a warm 70 degrees Sunday, just right for
golf, softball, tennis, frisbee, or just laying in the sun. Fishing on New
Mexico's many lakes and streams also opens in two weeks.
The first indication of the coming of spring occurs when the major
league baseball teams open training. The Chicago Cubs opened training
in Scottsdale, Ariz., two weeks 'ago and a Phoenix newspaper
interviewed Ernie Banks, the Cubs' Mr. Nice Guy. "Spring is here and
it's great to be alive playing a game I love,'' said Ernie. "The Cubs have
the material this year and, yes, I think we can go all the way." The
newspaper noted that Ernie has been predicting a Cub pennant for 18
years,
We enter spring with a keen sense of anticipation and excitement.
One of the nicest things about spring is expectation. And that's exactly
what we. have.

WAC baseball and the chaw
Coach Bob Leigh's Lobo baseball team opened the season on a sour
note last weekend when they dropped two of three games to UTEP in
the Pass City. UNM was supposed to be a prime contend or for the WAC
crown this year along with Arizona State, Arizona, and BYU. And some
people interpret the losses to UTEP as a sign that Coach Leigh's Lobos
might not have it this year and UTEP might. This is wrong.
UTEP has an excellent coach in Andy Cohen but probably has,
overall, one of the worst baseball programs in the United States. Their
two wins over UNM were flukes. But it did prove that the Miners can be
spoilers in the upcoming WAC race and that no one should take them
lightly.
Outside of the Pacific Eight Conference (UCLA, Cal, Oregon, and
others), the WAC is generally acknowledged as the toughest baseball
conference in the country. And top-notch college baseball attracts fans.
Crowds of 5000 or more are not unusual at Arizona and Arizona State.
But WAC baseball has never drawn well at UNM. That's too bad.
They're missing out on some excellent baseball. Arizona State, winner
of three NCAA crowns over the past five years, is favored to win the
WAC this year with Arizona and UNM not far behind. Coach Bobby
Winkles head man at Arizona State, disagrees though.
"We'il be contenders," said Winkles, "Arizona has eight starters back,
but we both may be chasing New Mexico. They have 17 lettermen."
The Sun Devils have one glaring weakness.
All three national championship clubs have been big consumers of
Red Man. In fact the 1965 team spat up the field so bad that ASU
officials ordered 'winkles to ban the chaw. But Winkles' team has
abandoned Red Man to chew on sunflower seeds.
"It sure gets nutty in the dugout at times," says Winkles. "But you
better believe that if they start losing, out goes the sunflower seeds and
back comes the Red Man."

The Lobo baseball team got off
to a good start of a 21-game
homestand yesterday as they beat
Southern Colorado State College
(SCSC) 9·5.
The Wolfpack has now won five
straight after dropping its first
two games to UTEP. The Lobos
scored in the first inning as Joe
Daniels walked and stole second.
Rick Wicks collected an RBI with
a single and sese was behind to
stay.
Dan Ketcherside won his first
game in two starts, pitching
shutout ball until he was reached
for three runs in the sixth.
Wendell Franke relieved in the
seventh and allowed the visitors
their final two runs.
The Lobos added three runs in
the third inning. Ken Johnson
singled and Bob Faford slammed
the baseball over Southern
Colorado's centerfielder. Johnson
scored from first on the triple,
and Faford scampered home as
the ball was misplayed for an
error.
With two outs and nobody on
base in the same inning, Armando
Reyes got a base hit. Steve
Barnhill walked and Larry
Minarsich singled in Reyes for
another tally.
Johnson led off the fourth by
fouling five pitches off before
clouting a round-tripper into the
Arena parking lot over the left
field fence. It was Johnsqn's
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second home run of the season.
The Lobos made it 8-0 in the
fifth inning. They loaded· the
bases with nobody out as Barnhill
bunted for a hit, Minarsich singled
to left, and Ketcherside walked.
Johnson struck out but Daniels
cashed in two runs with a soft
line-drive just beyond the
shortstop's reach. Ketcherside
scored on a wild pitch.
Southern Colorado got three
runs in the top of the sixth by
tagging Ketcherside for three
singles before the Lobos could get
an out.
The inning could have been a
big one for the visitors but poor
base running helped the Lobo
cause. Larry Crocombe doubled
with men on first and third, the
runner on first trying to score.
But the Lobos caught Roy
Peterson in a rundown and added
a big out.
Minarsich displayed some speed
on the base paths in hustling for
the Lobos' final run. Minarsich
was on second base in the seventh
inning when Johnson lofted a fly
to deep center. Minarsich tagged
up and scored all the way from

second, just beating thl:! relay to
the plate.
The Wolfpack will face Denver
University today at.3 p.m.
ABR
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New Mexico State reached the pinnacle of its athletic achievements
last weekend by capturing the NCAA Mid~est ~hampion~hip to
advance into the NCAA semifinals. Lou Henson s Aggies have stmed up
a lot of excitement with their accomplishments. And it gives this area a
shot·in·the·arm with all the publicity it's getting. The Aggies will be
going after the 33rd NCAA tournament championship.
The NCAA has awarded 32 championships previously and WAC
schools have won three of them. Wyoming won in 1943, Utah in 1944,
and UTEP in 1966. Utah is the oddest team to win the NCAA
championship. In 1944, just befor~ the tourna~ent was to _start,
Arkansas withdrew because two of Its stars were m an auto accident.
NCAA officials searched frantically for a team to replace Arkansas.
They finally persuaded Utah to substitute even though the Ut~s had
finished only third in their conference and had already lost m the
National Invitational Tournament and been eliminated ther~. But Utah
surprised everyone by fighting their way into the NCAA fmals where
they upset heavily-favored Dartmouth, 42-40.
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2B-Crocombe, 2; Salas
SB-Faford, Herzberg
HR-Johnson (2)
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Lanier in cast
Pro scouts will be deprived of
watching the probable number
one draft choice play in the final
two games of the NCAA
tournament. St. Bonaventure's
6·11 star Bob Lanier will be
deprived of performing for them.
Lanier underwent surgery late
Sunday night for torn ligaments
suffered in the quarterfinal game
of the tournament against
Villanova. Lanier will be in a cast
for six weeks.

motorcycles

Sales • Service • Parts
BSA-JAWA-Bridgestone
HUSQVARNA-BULTACO
PENTON

Quotes of the week
Willie Long Lobo basketball star, on being named to the All·WAC
team: "1 just t~ke it in stride like I do everyth~g else.",
..
Bill Russell, former basketball great, on this sea~on s Bost~n Celtics
who are fighting for last plac~: "It's a l?t hke ;vatchmg your
mother·in·law drive your new Cad11lac over a chff. I don t want them to
lose but I want them to miss me."
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LEI'J"l Dr"fting & Enginteo ing Supplies
Di•crmnt to tlNM Stull<nts
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On April 22nd the first National Environ·
mental Teach· In will be held at colleges and
• universities azross the nation. If you're
asking yourself What can 1 do, THE EN·
VIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK w11l serve as a
source of ideas and tactics.
SPRING ISSUE DEADLINE APRIL 17TH

THE POPULATION BOMB
by Or. Paul R. [hrlich (95'1
THE FRAiL OCEAN by Wesley Marx
(95<J
MOMENT IN 'l'fft SUfi
by Leona & Robert Ricnow (95<J

S/S;T· and Sonle Boom Handbook
by William R. Shurclifl (95<J

PERILS Of TH~ PEACEFUL ATOM:
The Myth Of Safe Nuelear Power Planls
by Richard Curtis & Elftabclh Hogan ($1.25J
Available wherever

{ill) BALLANTINE

BOOKS

are !old

_.;, MR. FRISKY

every W•d. 5-6 PM

FAMOUS FOODS

..

3800 East Central

Central At Un~versity
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104 BEER

Other related lilies.
ROOM 159 JOURNALISM BUILDING

Monster Hamburger

OK IE'S

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!
SEND US
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Pho. 255-0891

COLLEGE J!OX 482
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Wed. March 18
BASEBALL-Lobos vs. Denver
University, Lobo Field, 3 p.m.
Thurs. March 19
BASEBALL-Lobos vs. Colorado
State College, Lobo Field, 3
p.m.
Fri. March 20
BASEBALL-Lobos vs. Southern
Colomdo State, Lobo Field, 3
p.m.
Sat. March 21
TRACK-Lobos vs. Colorado
University, University Stadium

The aggies hunt for the national crown
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Anyone interested in joining
the Film Society is asked to get in
touch with Franklin Dickey,
277·2305, or at Bandelier Hall,
room 203. Those interested must
be students in good standing at
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